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System Administration Made Easy Guidebook, Release 4.6A/BJohnson Printing Service, 2000
The most commonly performed system administration tasks are explained step-by-step in this guidebook. Eighty percent of the book is operation system/database independent; the rest covers Microsoft SQL Server     

       About the Author

The R/3 Simplification Group at SAP Labs, Palo Alto, develops or helps...
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Representation and Inference for Natural Language: A First Course in Computational SemanticsCenter for Creative Leadership, 2005

	
		This book developed out of courses on computational semantics that
		the authors jointly taught at the Department of Computational Linguistics, University of the Saarland, Saarbrucken, Germany, in 1995 and
		1998, and at ESSLLI'97, the 9th European Summer School in Logic,
		Language and Information, Aix-en-Provence, France, in...
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Evolutionary Computation 1: Basic Algorithms and OperatorsTaylor & Francis, 2000

	
		The original Handbook of Evolutionary Computation (Back et a1 1997) was
	
		designed to fulfil1 the need for a broad-based reference book reflecting the
	
		important role that evolutionary computation plays in a variety of disciplinesranging
	
		from the natural sciences and engineering to evolutionary biology and
	
		computer...
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Neural Networks in Finance : Gaining Predictive Edge in the Market (Advanced Finance Series)Academic Press, 2004
"This book clarifies many of the mysteries of Neural Networks and related optimization techniques for researchers in both economics and finance. It contains many practical examples backed up with computer programs for readers to explore. I recommend it to anyone who wants to understand methods used in nonlinear forecasting." 
 Blake...
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The UML Profile for Framework ArchitecturesAddison Wesley, 2001
The UML community has begun to define a series of 'profiles' which better suit the needs of UML-users within specific domains, settings or technologies.

The UML Profile for Framework Architectures provides a UML profile for object and component frameworks. It shows how to describe framework architectures and to support...
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C#.net Web Developer's GuideSyngress Publishing, 2001
This volume teaches Web developers to build solutions for the Microsoft .NET platform. Web developers will learn to use C# components to build services and applications available across the Internet. 

       The focus of The C#.NET Web Developer’s Guide is on providing you with code examples that will help you leverage the...
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Avid Liquid 7 for Windows: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
"This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with this popular editing software in no time. In this completely updated edition of our best-selling guide to Avid Liquid (formerly known as Pinnacle Liquid), leading Avid evangelist and filmmaking consultant Paul Ekert uses...
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The Third Secret: A NovelBallantine Books, 2007
Explosive in both its pace and its revelations, The Third Secret is a remarkable international thriller. Bestselling author Steve Berry tackles some of the most controversial ideas of our time in a breakneck journey through the history of the Church and the future of religion.

Fatima, Portugal, 1917: The Virgin Mary appears to three...
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Microsoft Windows Security Fundamentals: For Windows 2003 SP1 and R2Digital Press, 2006
This is the first of two books serving as an expanded and up-dated version of Windows Server 2003 Security Infrastructures for Windows 2003 Server R2 and SP1 & SP2. The authors choose to encompass this material within two books in order to illustrate the intricacies of the different paths used to secure MS Windows server networks. 
...
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MDA Distilled (Addison-Wesley Object Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
As systems have grown more crucial to the operations of organizations worldwide, so too have the costs associated with building and maintaining them. Enter model-driven architecture (MDA), a standard framework from the Object Management Group (OMG) that allows developers to link object models together to build complete systems. MDA prevents design...
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Technologies for Interactive Digital Storytelling and Entertainment: Second International Conference, TIDSE 2004, Darmstadt, GermanySpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on Technologies for Interactive Digital Storytelling and Entertainment, TIDSE 2004, held in Darmstadt, Germany in June 2004.
The 30 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book; also included are the abstract of...
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The Amber Room: A NovelBallantine Books, 2007
The Amber Room is one of the greatest treasures ever made by man: an entire room forged of exquisite amber, from its four massive walls to its finely crafted furniture. But it is also the subject of one of history’s most intriguing mysteries. Originally commissioned in 1701 by Frederick I of Prussia, the Room was later perfected Tsarskoe...
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